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These types of advertisements will be placed at bus shelters, train stations and places where young sport
enthusiasts would congregate. Nevertheless, Red Bull recognizes the importance of communicating its brand
identity as this would bring about an increase in brand equity and thus, sales revenue in the future. References:
Thorson, E. This serves as an encouragement and promotion of sportsmanship in their cause of pursue for their
dreams, fostering mutual interests. The main theme behind these bartending competitions will be to create new
beverages that utilize Red Bull Flux as its base ingredient, thus introducing and reinforcing the message
behind the new refreshing taste of the product. The energy drink is exclusively produced in Austria and has
been exported to more than countries worldwide. It is more of an adult contemporary broadcast channel which
caters to the working adult and has programmes concerning current affairs and businesses. Electromyograph
monitors can be used to detect changes in muscle tension to determine level of interest in the advertisement,
with relaxed muscles signifying disinterest while spikes in muscle tension denote a high level of interest. The
3 endorsers will also be present to start off the 21km run. Regular users Opinions Loyalty Status Knowing that
they Strong loyalty willrecall brand be recharged after drinking Red Bull, and that Red Bull will help them to
reach their full potential. Lucky Draw Contests will also be held on Facebook to enhance awareness and to
entice more users to know of the products. Banners, wall signs, portable signs, inflatable signs and A-frame
signs will be used. Other Integrated Marketing Communication Plans Elements of Integrated Marketing
Communications  This is to create a consumer base and increase the demand in a particular market segment
including people who like extreme sports. With the sales of Red Bull in night pubs and clubs, it will further
boost the revenue of Red Bull. The scheme will be communicated using Sagas well-established channels and
advertising, the report presents pre tested concepts in Appendix P. User Status achievements. The strategy
suggested is over a month period and in total has 6 objectives that it will seek to achieve by applying the DRIP
framework and pull strategies. We will be tracking sales, web tracking, doing buzz and feedbacks to measure
the success, traffic flow, reach and frequency of our advertising effort. This would serve to inform the public
about our new product and provide details for the event. Section 8 outlines the communications mix that will
be used for the proposed loyalty scheme. Red Bull could consider venturing into new target market. For more
information, u can log on to www. Bigger posters at prime locations in which rental prices may be slightly
more expensive, the duration will be short, 1 to 3 months until the launch event is over. IMC is directed by its
use of different medias to send out the message about one product. What a disgrace it is for a youth to grow up
without even seeing the beauty and strength of which they are capable. This is to determine how Red Bull can
effectively and efficiently reach their target audience as time and generation goes by. They sold approximately
4billion cans of Red Bull yearly over countries, and records have shown that there have been a consistent
growth over the years. It will be advertised for a month prior to the registration of Red Bull Flux Charity Run
to allow them to be aware of the event. As a result, it created a successful media plan that involved email,
SMS, MMS, online chat rooms and brand street events Thorson,  Media Strategy Some examples of corrective
actions would then be implemented such as trade promotions including discounts and bonus packs at
supermarkets. Some testing methods will be aligned with specific media vehicles. This will highlight how the
use of above and below the line communications will be effective in conveying the key messages to the
targeted segments. IBP expresses the company vision and its personality by focusing on the brand that is the
foundation for integrated marketing communications.


